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Abstract
Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) is a major cause of high morbidity, disability, and mortality in the field of neurovascular
disease. Most previous SAH studies have focused on improving cerebral blood flow, reducing cerebral vasospasm, reducing
neuronal calcium overload, and other treatments. While these studies showed exciting findings in basic science, therapeutic
strategies based on the findings have not significantly improved neurological outcomes in patients with SAH. Currently, the
only drug proven to effectively reduce the neurological defects of SAH patients is nimodipine. Current advances in imaging
technologies in the field of stroke have confirmed that white matter injury (WMI) plays an important role in the prognosis of
types of stroke, and suggests that WMI protection is essential for functional recovery and poststroke rehabilitation. However,
WMI injury in relation to SAH has remained obscure until recently. An increasing number of studies suggest that the current
limitations for SAH treatment are probably linked to overlooked WMI in previous studies that focused only on neurons and
gray matter. In this review, we discuss the biology and functions of white matter in the normal brain, and discuss the potential
pathophysiology and mechanisms of early brain injury after SAH. Our review demonstrates that WMI encompasses multiple
substrates, and, therefore, more than one pharmacological approach is necessary to preserve WMI and prevent neurobe-
havioral impairment after SAH. Strategies targeting both neuronal injury and WMI may potentially provide a novel future for
SAH knowledge and treatment.
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Introduction

Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH)—one of the most common

and critical cases of cerebrovascular disease—is caused

mainly by sudden rupture of an intracranial aneurysm1.

Thanks to the development of neuroimaging, microsurgical

treatments, and endovascular interventional techniques, the

overall mortality of SAH patients has greatly decreased2–4.

However, there is still a very high morbidity and mortality in

SAH patients; approximately 12% of patients die before

receiving any medical attention, up to 33% of patients die

within 48 h, and only approximately 40% of survivors can

return to a prehemorrhage functional status after treatment5.

Therefore, although aneurysmal SAH accounts for only

5–7% of all strokes, its burden on society and families cannot

be ignored6. Moreover, the drug treatment choice for SAH is

still very narrow, although more and more physiopathologic

mechanisms have been identified by basic studies. Nowa-

days, the only drug proven to effectively reduce the neuro-

logical defects of SAH patients is nimodipine7.

Recent studies have found that, within 72 h of SAH,

pathophysiological changes, including an increase in intra-

cranial pressure (ICP), cerebral edema, neuroinflammation,

oxidative stress, and destruction of the blood–brain barrier
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are closely related to neurological dysfunction in SAH

patients8. Early brain injury (EBI) refers to the secondary

brain injuries of patients after SAH9. In recent years, the idea

that EBI is the main prognosticator of SAH patients has been

widely accepted. Although increasing basic and clinical

research has focused on EBI after SAH and demonstrated

promising findings10–12, therapeutic options that adequately

address this disease are still limited.

Reviewing previous studies of EBI after SAH, it was

surprising to find that studies on secondary brain injury after

SAH were concentrated mainly on gray matter and neuronal

cells. Although white matter accounts for more than 50% of

the human brain volume, and an autopsy study reported that

there were changes in the white matter after SAH13, the

pathophysiological changes in the EBI post-SAH have been

underreported14,15. A limited understanding of the white

matter injury pathophysiological process in EBI after SAH

may be one of the reasons for the current high mortality and

morbidity of SAH patients. Thus, understanding the extent to

which WMI contributes to neurological impairment after

SAH is extremely urgent. Fortunately, some studies have

focused on the role of WMI in EBI after SAH16,17, and high-

lighted the need for therapeutic interventions aimed at ame-

liorating WMI or promoting white matter recovery, as well

as the need to dissect the molecular mechanisms involved in

the pathophysiology of this injury.

However, current studies describing WMI in SAH remain

limited. We reviewed the pertinent literature, focusing on the

biology and functions of white matter in the normal brain,

and discuss the related pathophysiological mechanisms

underlying WMI and potential therapeutic targets of WMI

in EBI after SAH.

General Description of Cerebral WMI

The human brain is comprised of both gray matter and white

matter; white matter constitutes over 50% of the total brain

volume18. Gray matter mainly consists of neuronal cell bod-

ies, glial cells, and blood vessels, whereas white matter

mainly consists of myelinated and unmyelinated axons,

white matter fiber tracts and supporting glial cells including

oligodendrocytes19–21. White matter is named for its rela-

tively lighter appearance resulting from the lipid content of

myelin and fewer capillaries than the gray matter. Myelin is

found in almost all long nerve fibers and acts as electrical

insulation, allowing signals to pass quickly from one brain

region to another22.

Though it was thought to be passive tissue, white matter

actually affects multiple brain functions. The role of white

matter in the central nervous system includes supporting and

connecting different parts of brain gray matter together,

modulating the distribution of action potentials, acting as a

relay and coordinating essential neuronal communications23,

as well as information conveyance among the network of

efferent and afferent axonal fibers between the brain and

spine24,25. In the brain, white matter is mainly located in the

deep brain, such as periventricular area and subcortical area,

where the blood supply is usually poor26,27. Due to its

unusual shape and location, white matter tends to be more

sensitive to injury factors such as mechanical forces, hypo-

perfusion and hypoxia, and neuroinflammation. Notably,

even in the normal aging process, there is a decline in the

total length of white matter at a speed of approximately 10%
each decade28,29. Therefore, once a brain insult causes WMI,

it may cause subsequent changes in the neurosignal conduc-

tion pathway, leading to significant sensorimotor distur-

bances and cognitive abnormalities. Moreover, it was

reported that WMI is related to a more rapid and greater

global cognitive performance decline in later cognition30,31.

WMI includes oligodendrocytes injury-induced demyeli-

nation, axonotmesis, and parenchymal abnormalities

changes. In clinical settings, there are many kinds of WMI

classification according to different criteria. WMI can be

roughly divided into two distinct parts: global WMI and

focal WMI32. For focal WMI, the white matter is injured

at a specific locus, such as periventricular WMI33. On the

other hand, global WMI is diffuse axonal injury over the

entire brain34. It is usually a result of whole brain hypoxic/

ischemic injury, which commonly occurs in stroke, cardiac

arrest, persistent intense neuroinflammation such as autoim-

mune encephalomyelitis and pathogenic infection, and

demyelination due to drug use.

WMI in relation to demyelination and axonotmesis may

be reversible35, while gray matter injury, such as neuronal

apoptosis, is less likely to regenerate. Therefore, WMI may

have more importance in brain recovery than it is currently

known. Despite the fact that several types of pathological

damage, such as neuroinflammation, oxidative stress, and

blood–brain barrier (BBB) disruption, have been identified

as potential factors of WMI, the exact molecular mechan-

isms remain unclear.

Evidence of WMI After SAH

WMI can occur in many situations, such as traumatic brain

injury (TBI), spinal cord injury, hypoxia-ischemic injury,

cardiac arrest, and stroke. Although stroke has an acute

onset, it might have long-lasting effects on remote white

matter integrity, and, thereby, increases the risk of long-

term cognitive impairment36. It was reported that cognitive

impairment is very common after SAH37, which could also

be due to WMI. However, in both clinical and basic studies

involving SAH, the role of WMI is usually overlooked, even

though white matter plays an at least as important, if not

more important, role as gray matter in maintaining normal

brain functions. Fortunately, the importance of SAH-

induced WMI has been increasingly recognized, and WMI

has been recommended as a priority for basic and clinical

SAH research15–17.

Post-SAH WMI was first studied systematically in basic

research by Egashira and colleagues in an experimental SAH

model15. The authors established a mouse SAH model by
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endovascular perforation and performed MRI scanning 24 h

after SAH. They found that, compared with sham-injured

animals, the volumes of T2-hyperintensity in white matter

increased significantly after SAH. This result was supported

by immunohistochemistry staining using NG2, b-amyloid

precursor protein (b-APP) and degraded myelin basic pro-

tein (DMBP) antibodies. Later, Kummer and colleagues

used more immunohistochemistry staining techniques and

found obvious white matter damage after SAH in a mouse

model38. They reported that SAH can induce multifocal axo-

nal injury in the early stage after SAH, and that it lasts for a

long time, suggesting that WMI is long-lasting following

SAH. Weiner et al. found that WMI following SAH is

closely related to the extent of EBI, thus providing a poten-

tial mechanistic explanation39. Guo and colleagues demon-

strated that WMI could be considered as a criterion to class

SAH severity into different grades40.

Although the above-mentioned histological studies were

all performed in rodents, which have much lower levels of

white matter volume than humans, both studies demon-

strated remarkable WMI during the acute stage, and it per-

sisted for a long period of time after SAH. These results are

probably associated with the residual disability and cogni-

tive impairment observed in most clinical SAH patients.

Further studies in animals with abundant white matter may

provide more effective information of widespread WMI fol-

lowing SAH. However, to date, almost no attention has been

given to WMI after SAH in clinical studies. The neglect of

white matter damage after SAH in previous studies may be a

major reason for the lack of significant improvement in SAH

treatment. To truly overcome EBI and improve patient out-

comes after SAH, a concept of whole brain protection that

takes both gray matter and white matter into consideration

may be a breakthrough.

Potential Mechanisms of WMI After SAH

Although a growing number of studies have focused on white

matter damage after SAH, there is not enough information

about the underlying mechanisms of WMI after SAH. It was

reported that some pathological mechanisms overlap in SAH,

TBI, ischemic stroke, and other neurological diseases. There-

fore, we tried to explain the mechanisms of WMI after SAH

from the aspect of some commonly shared pathophysiologic

changes in SAH, TBI, and ischemic stroke.

Blood-brain Barrier Disruptions

WM cells incorporating astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, peri-

cytes, and microglia are recognized as key cellular compo-

nents of the gliovascular unit, playing a prominent role in

maintaining homeostasis of the blood–brainBBB41,42. After

BBB disruption, plasma toxicants enter the brain parench-

yma, which can cause oligodendrocyte apoptosis and axonal

demyelination43. Studies have shown that BBB destruction

is commonly involved in the pathophysiological processes of

white matter damage after numerous central nervous system

injuries44–46. Furthermore, due to developmental factors,

BBB integrity is incomplete in some special white matter

areas of brain tissue, even under normal circumstances. For

example, there are usually inherent defects of the BBB integ-

rity in the periventricular white matter47. Therefore, a brain

injury that causes BBB disruption may theoretically result in

WMI, which subsequently causes further BBB disruption,

forming a vicious cycle.

In TBI, BBB damage can significantly aggravate axonal

injury, thus aggravating sensorimotor dysfunctions48. In

stroke studies involving both cerebral hemorrhage and

ischemic stroke, BBB disruption was also demonstrated as

a core element for WMI49,50. After SAH, activation of

matrix enzymes such as MMP-9 can degrade tight junction

proteins and vascular basement, causing endothelial cells

apoptosis, thereby promoting EBI51. The idea that BBB dis-

ruption is one of the most important reasons for poor neuro-

logical outcomes in SAH patients is widely accepted.

Therefore, it can be speculated that damage of BBB is an

important cause of WMI in EBI after SAH.

In a recent study, Egashira et al. used magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) with T2-weighted scanning and found sig-

nificantly higher hyperintensity signals in the white area 24 h

after SAH17,52. The transmission electron microscopy test

showed that the ultrastructure of the BBB in the affected

white matter region was significantly destroyed, as shown

by tight junction destruction, astrocyte swelling, and micro-

vascular basement membrane damage. To further confirm

that BBB disruption contributes to WMI after SAH, the

author measured WMI again in MMP-9–/– mice. The results

showed that after SAH, MMP-9–/– mice showed less BBB

disruption and subsequently fewer white matter abnormal-

ities. In another study, Qu et al. demonstrated that inhibiting

SAH-induced BBB disruption can reduce white matter after

SAH53. We previously found that the white matter area

hyperintensity signal increased after SAH as early as 6 h,

and peaked at 48 h after the initial bleeding. Furthermore,

after knockout of the apolipoprotein E gene, a key regulator

of BBB integrity, white matter abnormalities increased to a

more severe level due to more serious BBB disruption51.

While an apolipoprotein E mimetic peptide reduced BBB

disruption, the white matter area hyperintensity was

reserved, while the BBB tight junction proteins were main-

tained11. Collectively, BBB disruption could be an important

cause of WMI in EBI after SAH.

Physical and Mechanical Damage

Due to the location of white matter and the structural parti-

cularity of white matter fibers, white matter is more sensitive

to mechanical injury. In patients with TBI, the brain is usu-

ally directly subjected to a mechanical force that is often

accompanied by white matter damage54. In addition, the

indirect mechanical force can also result in WMI. Friess

et al. found that elevated ICP after TBI is closely related
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to white matter damage55. Early reduction of ICP by decom-

pressive craniectomy can significantly reduce traumatic

axonal injury.

After SAH, ICP elevation is also tightly related to adverse

neurological outcomes. Kummer et al. found that the white

matter in a perforating SAH mouse model showed multifocal

lesions, and white matter damage opposite to the bleeding

point was more obvious38. After analyzing this phenomenon

with a biomechanical model, the authors found that WMI

following SAH was closely related to the direction of bio-

mechanical force at the moment of bleeding. Based on this

study, we further studied the biomechanical force change

after SAH in both an autogenous blood injection and an

endovascular perforation SAH model. Our results showed

that, after SAH, the biomechanical force affected the extent

of WMI, but the existence of the cerebral ventricles may act

as a pressure snubber, thereby reducing WMI after SAH56.

In clinics, approximately 80% of SAHs are caused by a

cerebral aneurysm rupture. When an aneurysm ruptures,

blood enters the subarachnoid space at high velocity from

the ruptured site, creating a strong biomechanical impact on

the corresponding white matter region, which may result in

myelination and axon damage. When SAH occurs, blood

entering the subarachnoid space can result in a sharp

increase in ICP, which may also form a mechanical compres-

sion of deep white matter, also leading to WMI. Early

decompressive craniectomy has been shown to play an

important role in improving both the motorial and cognitive

prognosis of patients with SAH57. This may be due to the

reduction of white matter damage caused by the biomecha-

nics of ICP after SAH, but further research is needed to

confirm this hypothesis.

Neuroinflammation

The principal components of the white matter are fibers and

glial cells, including a large number of oligodendrocytes,

astrocytes, and microglia. When the brain is injured, a large

number of proinflammatory glial cells are activated. Acti-

vated glial cells then secrete a variety of inflammatory cyto-

kines58. In turn, the released inflammatory cytokines can

further activate glial cells through their specific receptors,

forming a vicious cycle, which aggravates brain damage.

Studies found that in TBI, glial activation is closely related

to oligodendrocyte apoptosis, axonal demyelination, and

axonal fragmentation. Inhibition of glial cell activation can

significantly reduce this damage59,60. In the process of intra-

cerebral hemorrhage, astrocytes and microglia activation

and the release of inflammatory cytokines are also essential

factors of white matter damage61. It was also found that there

is an obvious correlation between glial-cell-activation-

mediated inflammatory response and white matter damage

in ischemic stroke studies62.

Neuroinflammation was reported to cause both EBI and

delayed cerebral ischemia after SAH, which are currently the

most significant two issues in secondary brain injury after

SAH63,64. After SAH, peripheral immunocyte infiltration

and local glial cells activation can lead to severe neuroin-

flammatory responses. In addition, ischemic and oxida-

tive stress after SAH can lead to neuronal cell death

and raise endogenous upregulation of Toll-like receptors

and other inflammatory signaling pathways, which will

also cause widespread neuroinflammation65. However,

whether neuroinflammation is associated with WMI after

SAH is unclear.

According to Kummer and colleagues, microglia activa-

tion was markedly increased in the white matter area when

looking into the mechanism of white matter damage after

SAH38. They found that, in the corpus callosum, outer cap-

sule, and internal capsule, microglial activation was closely

related to the severity of an axonal injury. Our previous

study also found that in the corpus callosum and periventri-

cular area, microglia, and astrocytes were significantly

increased, and this was tightly related to WMI after SAH56.

In summary, the neuroinflammatory response is another

important factor of WMI in EBI after SAH.

Ischemia and Oxidative Stress

The brain accounts for only 2–3% of body weight, but the

blood supply required is approximately 20% of the heart

output, and the brain has virtually no excess oxygen and

glucose reserves66. Therefore, brain tissue is very suscepti-

ble to ischemic injuries. Unlike gray matter, which has an

abundant blood supply, white matter exists predominately in

the deep brain. Its blood supply relies mainly on a few long

perforating branches of the pia artery, which shares a com-

mon feature of terminal artery branches with poor collateral

communications67. White matter, with its axons and oligo-

dendrocytes, is therefore even more sensitive to ischemia

and oxidative stress injury. Moreover, ischemia is often

accompanied by the increase of reactive oxygen species

(ROS) and other oxidative stress responses. On the one hand,

the increase in free radicals can lead directly to the destruc-

tion of white matter components such as oligodendrocytes

and axons68. On the other hand, the increase in oxidative

stress can activate MMP-9 and lead to increased BBB dis-

ruption69. Increased oxidative stress can also increase the

neuroinflammatory reaction70, thereby aggravating white

matter damage. Therefore, ischemia and oxidative stress are

also very important factors for white matter injury.

After TBI, posttraumatic hypoxia and chronic cerebral

blood flow reduction usually exacerbate brain axonal

injury71,72. In the middle cerebral artery occlusion (MACO)

model, Irving et al. found that oligodendrocyte swelling was

more obvious and severe and lasted for a longer time in the

ischemic white matter area73. Shindo and colleagues also

found that bilateral common carotid artery ligation in rats

can result in significant cerebral ischemia and white matter

injury74. Although ischemic-stroke-caused cerebral ische-

mia is usually due to a long-lasting complete blood flow

disruption, while ischemia caused by SAH is often local
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small-vessel-based, other factors such as ICP increase, vas-

cular constriction, and microcirculation thrombosis can

also lead to extensive cerebral ischemia after SAH. Hence,

cerebral ischemia is probably another mechanism of white

matter injury after SAH. In fact, a previous study demon-

strated that delayed cerebral infarction was associated with

patients’ cognitive impairment after SAH75. Muroi et al.

found that cerebral blood flow in the white matter region

was significantly reduced when MRI scanning detected a

significant T2 hyperintensity signal in these areas after

SAH76. Our previous study also found that, even in good-

grade SAH patients, the incidence of elevated ICP was

associated with a lower blood perfusion level in the white

matter region after SAH77.

Collectively, the abovementioned mechanisms are asso-

ciated with WMI in EBI after SAH, which are summarized

in Fig. 1. Other mechanisms, such as excitotoxic amino

acids, which contribute to EBI after SAH and take part in

WMI in other cerebral injuries, may also be an explanation

of WMI after SAH. However, because WMI after SAH has

only been emphasized recently, further understanding of the

exact mechanism of WMI after SAH is required and more

clinical and basic studies are needed.

WMI Diagnosis after SAH

Since white matter has an important influence on both

motorial and cognitive neurological performance, once SAH

patients have shown neurological dysfunction, the possibil-

ity of WMI should be considered. In clinical work, it is of

great importance to evaluate patients’ language, cognitive

performance, and memory functions with special score

scales in the diagnosis of WMI. The age-related white matter

changes scale (ARWMC), Fazekas scale, modified Schel-

tens scale and Ylikoshi scale are all commonly used to assess

WMI. The Montreal cognitive assessment scale (MoCA) is

commonly used in both stroke and other types of brain

injury-induced cognitive impairment. Therefore, using these

exact score scales in SAH diagnosis may help early identi-

fication of WMI.

Advances in neuroimaging techniques have enabled

greater understanding of the progression of cerebral WMI54.

MRI with T2-weighted scanning after SAH can easily detect

increases in the white matter area signal51. A previous study

reported that hyperintensity T2 signal areas are highly con-

sistent with the histological detection of myelin degradation,

axonal edema, and other white matter damage markers15,17,

suggesting that MRI with T2-weighted imaging is a useful

Fig. 1. Simplified schematic diagram of the possible pathophysiological mechanisms of WMI following SAH. Vasoconstriction induced CBF
decrease, aneurysm rupture, and ICP increase induced mechanical barotrauma are both responsible for the WMI in EBI after SAH. Later on,
BBB disruption characterized by MMPs activation and endothelial cells apoptosis, neuroinflammation characterized by glial cells activation,
peripheral inflammatory cell infiltration and cytokines release, oxidative stress will further deteriorate WMI. Although the detailed mole-
cular mechanisms remain unclear, these mechanisms will finally lead the consequence of oligodendrocytes apoptosis, white matter demye-
lination and axonal damage. SAH: subarachnoid hemorrhage; CBF: cerebral blood flow; WMI: white matter injury; MMPs: matrix
metalloproteinase; ICP: intracranial pressure.
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way to detect WMI after SAH. In addition, MRI diffusion

tensor imaging (DTI) has good sensitivity for the diffusion of

water molecules, and has significant advantages for white

matter imaging78,79. By calculating a certain technical value,

such as the fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity

(MD), and other parameters, DTI can assess the integrity

and connectivity of WM tracts and reconstruct the 3D dis-

tribution of white matter. It was reported that the white mat-

ter ADC values of DTI scanning were significantly increased

in SAH patients80. Therefore, MRI scanning is very useful

for determining the microstructural pathophysiology of

WMI after SAH.

MRI perfusion imaging and CT perfusion imaging can

detect abnormal blood perfusion in the brain white matter

area at an early stage26,81, which has critical implications for

the diagnosis of white matter injury after SAH. Transcranial

Doppler can rapidly and noninvasively detect the blood flow

changes in specific brain regions; therefore, this technique

has certain significance in the diagnosis of WMI after

SAH82. However, due to its lower resolution and require-

ment for operator experience, its use is limited to clinics.

An additional method that may help detect WMI after

SAH is serum or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) biomarker

assessment. WMI can cause degradation of axons and mye-

lin and facilitate the outflow of intracellular contents into the

extracellular space, followed by diffusion of the contents

into the CSF and even into the blood circulating through a

disrupted BBB. Neurofilament, tau, amyloid beta, amyloid

precursor protein (App), and myelin basic protein (MBP) are

usually used as biomarkers in studies related to WMI83–85. In

SAH, it was reported that the CSF concentration of tau and

amyloid beta were increased significantly and correlated

tightly with patients’ cognitive performance at both early

and later stages86. In another study, Levis et al. reported that

the levels of the phosphorylated axonal form neurofilament

subunit NF-H (pNF-H) in both the CSF and blood were

significantly increased, which presumably reflected axonal

degeneration secondary to the original insult87. Therefore,

detection of these WMI biomarkers may also help diagnose

WMI after SAH.

WMI Treatment after SAH

Based on the important effects of WMI on the prognosis of

SAH, reduction in WMI after SAH is of great significance in

promoting patients’ recovery. As SAH is mostly induced by

a ruptured intracerebral aneurysm, the first step for reducing

SAH-induced WMI is to prevent aneurysm rupture by either

microsurgical or endovascular interventions. Due to the fact

that WMIs frequently induce cognitive impairments, once

severe physical and cognitive dysfunction appears, referral

to rehabilitation centers appears to be a good way to help the

patient recover88.

Although nimodipine administration was reported to

improve SAH patients’ cognition, other drugs that are cur-

rently under clinical trials have also been reported to

improve SAH patients’ cognition; it is not clear whether

these benefits are associated with reduced WMI. As WMI

is usually characterized by disruption of axons, failure of

axonal regeneration and demyelination, strategies that

reduce these changes may help promote WMI recovery after

SAH. It was reported that minocycline treatment can reduce

both TBI and ischemic injury-induced WMI89. Erythropoie-

tin is another widely studied therapy for WMI89,90. Other

treatments such as cell implantation can also reduce WMI.

It has been reported that intranasal stem cell treatment can

significantly reduce white matter loss and decrease SAH-

induced cognitive impairments91.

Notably, current research about WMI after SAH is still

rare. Its mechanism is not yet fully understood. Therefore,

effective treatment strategies for WMI after SAH are still

lacking. Based on the fact that multiple mechanisms, includ-

ing neuroinflammation and BBB disruption, may affect

WMI after SAH, future studies should develop an effective

therapeutic strategy that covers both neuroinflammation,

ischemic and oxidative stress, and BBB disruption.

Summary

Consequential changes result in both gray matter injury and

WMI in EBI after SAH. It is probable that the lack of atten-

tion to WMI in past studies is partially responsible for the

current lack of SAH treatment options. With increasing

knowledge of WMI after SAH, a strategy targeting WMI

may provide new hope for SAH patients. However, both

gray and white matter are very important for proper brain

function; thus, concentrating only on WMI after SAH may

be as fruitless as targeting only gray matter injury. Owing to

the complex pathophysiological process of EBI, developing

therapeutic strategies that target both gray matter injury and

WMI may alleviate EBI and improve patients’ neurological

function after SAH.
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